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School background 2018–2020

School vision statement School context School planning process

All students at Stroud Road Public School are

 • confident, independent and creative learners,
motivated to achieve their potential growth

 • active and informed citizens, engaged in our local
community and connected to the global community

All staff at Stroud Road Public School:

 • develop, encourage and inspire our students

 • commit to their own practice and professional
development

 • apply evidence based practice

Stroud Road Public School:

 • is an integral part of our community with strong
connections to parents and community members

 • collaborates with our parents and carers to ensure
they feel valued and empowered to understand and
support their children’s education

Stroud Road students, staff and community work together
to ‘Participate, Learn, Succeed’.

Stroud Road Public School is a small rural school on the
traditional land of the Worimi people. Stroud Road is
situated 8 kilometres north of Stroud and 40 kilometres
south of Gloucester on The Bucketts Way.

The school is set on well–maintained grounds and caters
for students from Kindergarten to Year 6. The school has
one full–time Teaching Principal and a current enrolment of
15 students. Students come to school from homes based in
the township of Stroud Road and from rural holdings in the
surrounding area. Stroud Road Public School enjoys
strong, positive relationships with parents, carers and the
wider community. The school hosts functions throughout
the year, which are well supported and much appreciated
by the community.

We pride ourselves on providing each student with an
individualised learning program. These programs take into
account the academic, physical, social and emotional
needs of each child.

The Stroud Road Public School community works together
to provide a safe, happy and supportive environment where
quality education builds a solid foundation for future growth
and success. Students develop confidence, co–operation,
resilience, responsibility and a desire for lifelong, future
focused learning.

The processes we have been through have led us to the
development of two strategic directions. We assessed our
school's needs against the the School Excellence
Framework Version 2 and focused our strategic directions
to address each element. 

We engaged in a consultation process to ensure that all
stakeholders have a voice in decisions that affect our
students. The consultation process included:

 • Student focus groups

 • Staff discussions

 • Student and staff surveys

 • Community forums

 • P & C Meeting discussions

To ensure quality of our plan we worked through each
aspect of our plan with Great Lakes Small Schools
Collegial Leadership Network (CLN), Principals School
Leadership (PSLs) and leaders in education.

These processes allowed the school to identify its strengths
and areas for improvement, which ultimately impacts on
student learning and their school experience. From this,
two strategic directions have been developed to allow the
school and community to provide the highest quality
education for our students.
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School strategic directions 2018–2020

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION 1

Inspired Learning

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION 2

Excellence in Teaching

Purpose:

To engage all students in relevant and inclusive future focused learning activities to gain the
skills required for lifelong learning – critical thinking, creativity, communication and
collaboration.

Purpose:

To develop the capacity of teachers by implementing evidence based, explicit
teaching strategies and whole school practices to improve student outcomes in literacy and
numeracy.
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Strategic Direction 1: Inspired Learning

Purpose

To engage all students in relevant and
inclusive future focused learning activities
to gain the skills required for lifelong
learning – critical thinking, creativity,
communication and collaboration.

Improvement Measures

Student show significant improvement in
the development of future focused learning
skills from baseline data.

The school moves from delivering to
sustaining and growing in the learning and
developing element in the School
Excellence Framework Version 2.

Increase in parent engagement with digital
learning portfolios and learning journals
and enhanced understanding of their child's
development of future focused learning
concepts.

People

Students

Students understand, articulate and apply
the skills of future focused learning in a
variety of contexts. 

Student will be actively engaged
in acquiring the skills needed to participate
in future focused learning in a
successful manner.

Staff

Teachers develop their abilities to
successfully implement future focused
learning activities in the classroom.

Instructional leadership within the Collegial
Network to enhance opportunities to
support student engagement across all of
the network schools.

Parents/Carers

Parents support the importance of future
focused learning through their engagement
with digital portfolios of student work
samples.

Processes

Student Learning

Students engage in lessons explicitly
teaching the future focused learning skills
of critical thinking, creativity,
communication and collaboration.

Leadership and Curriculum

Leaders facilitate futures focused
professional learning opportunities.

School leader drives the development of
teaching and learning  programs with a
focus on the skills of critical thinking,
creativity, communication and
collaboration, to deliver learning tasks that
engage and develop students.

Evaluation Plan

School improvement will use the milestone
planning tool to review progress each five
weeks and evaluate achievement annually.
We will use the the following sources: 

Student surveys

Work samples

Lesson observations

Skills Matrices – critical thinking, creativity,
communication and collaboration

Student reflections

Parent digital engagement records

Parent feedback

Practices and Products

Practices

Student Learning

Students apply future focused learning
skills in a variety of contexts, and engage
with the digital platforms, as evidenced by
pre and post student surveys, digital work
samples, student reflections and skill
matrices.

Leadership and Curriculum

Targeted professional learning
opportunities are created and
implemented. 

School leader facilitates whole school
engagement in future focused learning, as
evidenced by pre and post staff surveys,
teacher reflections and professional
learning evaluations.

Products

Student Learning

Engaged and self motivated learners who
apply future focussed skills across the
curriculum.

Leadership and Curriculum

Quality, collaboratively produced project
driven by professional learning.

Instructional leadership that creates and
sustains a culture of future focussed
learning. 
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Strategic Direction 2: Excellence in Teaching

Purpose

To develop the capacity of teachers by
implementing evidence based, explicit
teaching strategies and
whole school practices to improve student
outcomes in literacy and numeracy.

Improvement Measures

Improved teacher capacity to critically
reflect on pedagogy and refine practice to
improve literacy and numeracy outcomes. 

Lesson observations and reflections of
Quality Teaching Rounds
demonstrate improved explicit teaching
skills and effective targeted feedback
evident in classroom practice.

Improvement in teacher skill to use a
multitude of data sources to optimise
student learning in literacy and numeracy.

People

Staff

Leader engages staff in the professional
development of evidence based teaching
practices to establish a high
quality learning environment across our
learning network.

Teachers engage in targeted professional
learning in explicit teaching to enhance
teaching skills in literacy and numeracy.

Learning support staff develop skills to
assist targeted intervention for literacy and
numeracy.

Students

Students understand the content,
sequence and relevance of their lessons.
They are confident, self directed learners
who work towards their learning goals.

Processes

Effective Teaching Practice

Professional learning for teachers in
the use of explicit teaching strategies to
question, scaffold and assess students,
providing specific formative feedback in the
context of well defined lesson structures.

Learning and Development

Teachers engage in professional learning
to improve whole school teaching practice.
They develop a culture of continual
improvement based around mentoring,
evaluative practices and development of
expertise, led by the principal, in
collaboration with other schools.

Evaluation Plan

School improvement will use the milestone
planning tool to review progress each five
weeks and evaluate achievement annually.
We will use the the following sources:

Quality Teaching Rounds – observations
and reflections

Data skills matrix

Staff and student surveys

Assessments tracked using progressions

Validated assessments (item analysis)

Practices and Products

Practices

Effective Teaching Practice

All teachers demonstrate explicit teaching
practices, including literacy and numeracy
warm–ups, scaffolded lesson structures,
student self–talk, use of formative
assessment to inform student progress, as
evidenced in lesson evaluations, student
work samples, student progressions and
student interviews.

Learning and Development

Teachers collaboratively evaluate, share
and discuss learning from targeted
professional development with other staff to
improve whole school practice. Teachers
reflect and refine their explicit teaching
practice in an ongoing manner, as
evidenced by Quality Teaching Rounds
observations and reflections, data skills
matrix.

Products

Effective Teaching Practice

Quality teaching practice incorporate
explicit teaching and use of data that
informed student progress.

Learning and Development

Whole School culture of continual
evaluation and improvement. A cross
school collaborative approach to improve
teaching and learning.
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